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Big name golf brands 
like Nike, Under 
Armour, and Titleist are 
staking their claims 
on golfers, providing 
significant earnings 
outside of their tour 
winnings.

We know golfers can make good money on the course, but a small handful of 

the top golfers in the game make the majority of their earnings off the course, 

through endorsement deals. Let’s take a look at some of our favorite golfers and 

their lucrative partnerships with big brands.

Tiger Woods, Nike

Tiger’s on-course earnings have dwindled down over the years with his golf 

game, but he still holds one of the biggest endorsement deals in golf. Tiger 

became the face of Nike Golf in 1996. He continues to be the longest-standing 

golfer to be a Nike athlete, his collection of golf apparel remains wildly popular 

and he has a building named after him at the world headquarters in Beaverton, 

Oregon. Having certainly earned his place with one of the world’s most valuable 

brands, Nike last secured its contract with him in 2013 to last until 2018 at $100 

million. That’s $20 million a year. 

Rory McIlroy, Nike

Tiger came to Nike when most people didn’t even know the company made golf 

products. As his career went downhill and Nike Golf’s popularity was stabilized, 

it was time for a fresh face, and Rory McIlroy was a hot commodity. Nike had to 

make a large offer, so McIlroy accepted a $200 million deal in 2013 to make him 

one of the highest paid athletes. His other partners include Omega, Upper Deck, 

Bose and EA Sports, who this year switched its “Tiger Woods PGA Tour” game 

to “Rory McIlroy PGA Tour”.  



Phil Mickelson, Callaway

Phil Mickelson is a long time favorite of golf fans everywhere. This helps him 

be one of the highest paid celebrities, not just athletes, in the world. Mickelson 

reportedly earns more than $40 million annually from his endorsement 

partners, which include KPMG, Callaway, Barclays, Rolex, Amgen, Exxon Mobil 

and arthritis pill Enbrel. Mickelson keeps his contract details with Callaway and 

his other partners private. We do know the famous KPMG hat, which helps raise 

money to combat child illiteracy, will be worn on Phil’s head until at least 2016.

Jordan Spieth, Under Armour

Jordan Spieth’s stock has climbed significantly over a short period of time. 

With 5 PGA Tour wins under his belt, Spieth is likely on his way to doubling his 

endorsement dollars in a year. He currently holds deals with Under Armour, 

AT&T, Rolex and Titleist. Like Spieth, Under Armour has hit the jackpot this 

year, with its athletes Steph Curry claiming an NBA Championship and MVP 

recognition and NFL quarterback Tom Brady winning the Super Bowl. As soon 

as Spieth won the Masters, Under Armour took a worthy gamble and wrote up 

a shiny new 10-year contract for him, which is already starting to look like one of 

the smartest endorsement deals in golf.

Adam Scott, Titleist

Adam Scott has enough success on the golf course, combined with good looks 

(which still sell) to be a worthy investment for trusted brands like Titleist, Rolex 

and Mercedes. His value surged when he won the 2013 Masters tournament 

using Titleist clubs and balls, giving the company a notable boost in media value 

and exposure. He is regarded as one of their top players, and Titleist has a good 

list of stars on its roster. Scott remains one of the highest paid athletes in the 

world.


